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“Security Attacks in Mobile Platforms” 

 The internet is spreading like a plague. No longer is it good enough to have internet at home and 

work, but internet access “necessity” has increased to class rooms, to driving your vehicle and even 

while you enjoy your Big Mac. In fact, since the introduction of smartphones, people are ‘connected’ 

24/7. As with anything, being connected causes risks. Attacking and exploiting computers has been a 

known occurrence for some time, but because of the increase of people using smartphones, we now 

also have to worry about the security of our smartphones. Smartphones contain a lot of personal data, 

and as such can become targets of exploiters.  

 In the article “Mobile Attacks and Defense”, Charlie Miller does an analysis of the current state 

of smartphones and their exploitability. Miller discusses the differences and similarities in exploitability 

between Apple’s iOS and Google Android operating systems.  Both the iOS and the Android run 

applications in a sandbox. Both platforms to some extent monitor applications from their respective 

stores. But the platforms share more differences than similarities.   

 The iOS controls its security mainly through its digital signing. The Apple Marketplace, while 

often complained about for being inconvenient for developers, does a good job at preventing malware 

by requiring all applications to be reviewed and digitally signed by Apple. This allows for Apple to 

prevent applications that are malicious and even remove applications found to malicious at a later date 

(both from the market and from phones with it currently installed).  The Android Market place is 

considered more developer friendly, but the lack of signing and code review of applications leads to 

more malware on applications. Also, getting applications from places outside of the marketplace is 

allowed in the Android platform, unlike in iOS. Androids primary detection of malicious applications is 

crowd sourcing, which put simply is the community regulating the applications through reviews and 

reports.  

 In addition to the marketplace, iOS “uses a layered approach to prevent exploitation” (Miller, 

2011). iOS uses data execution prevention (DEP) and address space layout randomization (ASLR). DEP is 

a system that makes it hard for outsiders to tell the difference between code and data. To exploit DEP, 

return-orientated programming exists, however that doesn’t work because of the usage of ASLR. Even if 

all things mentioned are exploited, iOS still keeps its kernel isolated from the application executing. 

Therefore, the damage done is limited within the sandbox created for the application. Android, on the 

other hand, does not utilize DEP or ASLR. Android does have advantage in that a majority of applications 

for the Android are written in Java, which is impervious to memory mismanagement.  

 What does all this mean? In a nutshell, there are few exploits outside of downloading a bad 

application. Applications are monitored by the Apple marketplace and the Android community, so 

overall users concerned about security can do a satisfactory job from preventing their phones from 

being exploited. However, most users are not concerned about security. For instance, people who 

Jailbreak their iPhones make themselves more susceptible to hacks, as now applications can gain access 
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to the root kernel of the phone. People jailbreak their phones to gain access to applications offered 

outside of the Apple market place. This is still a user doing it to their phone, however, and circumventing 

security on the user end does lead to increased vulnerability. The biggest exploit available to both 

phones is the SMS message attack, which when done can give the attacker access to the root level of the 

phone.   

 In summary, what I have learned from this article is that phones, as they stand now, are 

relatively secure (when compared that to a Wintel box). It seems security, no matter the application in 

the digital world, has a reoccurring trend. This trend is that a security savvy user will almost always be 

able to keep their information secure. This is especially true to Android users, who can give applications 

permissions to access their data. Considering most people who download an app want it, they will 

almost always give the app its desired permissions.  That being said, this article has given the impression 

that obtaining private information of a smartphone user is not all that simple. One known hijacking 

method has been brought to light (SMS exploits), which is small considering the plethora of exploits that 

occur on Windows machines. But to get ahead of the game and keep it this way, security on 

smartphones should be maintained. Phones have too much private information to not be secure. 
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